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Abstract

It is well known that for prediction error identi�ca�
tion of unstable systems the output error and Box�
Jenkins model structures cannot be used� The reason
for this is that the predictors in this case generically
will be unstable� Typically this is handled by project�
ing the parameter vector into the region of stability
which gives erroneous results when the underlying
system is unstable� The main contribution of this
work is that we derive modi�ed� but asymptotically
equivalent� versions of these model structures that
can be applied also in the case of unstable systems�

� Introduction

In this note we will discuss prediction error identi�ca�
tion of unstable systems using output error and Box�
Jenkins model structures� As is well known from text
books on system identi�cation in the prediction error
framework �e�g�� �	� 
��� it is required that the predic�
tors are stable� In case the parameters are estimated
using some numerical search algorithm that requires
gradients of the predictor to be computed� these must
also be stable� Suppose now that we want to use an
output error� or a Box�Jenkins� model structure and
that the underlying system is unstable� Then the
predictors will generically be unstable which seem�
ingly makes these model structures useless in these
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cases� However� as we shall see it is possible to re�
parameterize these model structures to cope also with
unstable systems� and this without increasing the to�
tal number of parameters to be estimated�
An implicit assumption is here that the experimen�

tal data are generated with a stabilizing controller in
the loop� We are thus faced with a closed�loop iden�
ti�cation problem� Closed�loop identi�cation is often
used in connection to so called control�relevant iden�
ti�cation where the goal is to estimate models that
are suitable for �robust� control design� see� e�g�� the
surveys ��� � ��� It is then often only interesting to
model the dynamics of the plant� the noise properties
are less interesting� so that it would be natural to use
an output error model structure� However� since un�
stable plants cannot be handled using output error
models the conclusion has been that this approach
cannot be used when the plant is unstable� Alter�
native solutions have been suggested in� e�g�� ��� ����
Unfortunately these methods are considerably more
involved than a direct application of an output error
or a Box�Jenkins model to the closed�loop data�
A problem when identifying systems in closed�

loop directly is that the results will be biased unless
the noise model accurately describes the true noise
characteristics �	���� This has traditionally been a
main issue in the closed�loop identi�cation literature
that has further motivated the search for alternative
closed�loop identi�cation methods� The bias prob�
lems will of course also be present when using the new
model structures suggested in this paper although in
many cases the bias error will be negligible even if the
noise model is incorrect� One reason for this is that in
practice the model errors will be due to both bias and
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variance errors �	� and if a reasonably �exible noise
model is used the bias error due to the feedback will
typically be small compared to the variance error�
The variance error also increases with the number of
parameters which favors model structures with few
parameters� We would also like to point out that
most other closed�loop identi�cation methods� that
are designed to give unbiased estimates� give higher
variance errors than the direct method ���� This is
an issue that in our opinion has received too little
attention in the closed�loop identi�cation literature�
The rest of the paper is organized as follows� First�

in Section �� we study some basic facts on prediction
error methods and in Section � discuss some standard
choices of model structures� This section also con�
tains an illustration of the problems faced with when
trying to identify unstable systems using output error
models� Section 	 contains the main result of the pa�
per� How the standard output error model structure
should be modi�ed to cope also with unstable sys�
tems� After introducing some additional notation we
present the basic idea and go through the derivation
of the required gradient �lters in some detail� This is
then followed by a simulation study that illustrates
the feasibility of the idea� Before concluding we� in
Section �� brie�y mention the corresponding changes
of the Box�Jenkins model structure that are neces�
sary to make it applicable to unstable systems�

� Some Basics in Prediction

Error Identi�cation

In prediction error identi�cation one typically consid�
ers linear model structures parameterized in terms of
a parameter vector ��

y�t� � G�q� ��u�t� �H�q� ��e�t� ���

HereG�q� �� andH�q� �� are rational functions of q���
the unit delay operator �q��u�t� � u�t � ��� etc��
parameterized in terms of �� y�t� is the output� u�t�
is the input� e�t� is white noise�
Typically � ranges over some open subset DM of

R
d �d � dim ���

� � DM � R
d ���

Note the distinction between a model and a model
structure� When viewed as a function of �� ��� is a
model structure� while for a �xed � � ��� ��� is a
model� Furthermore� we also have that ��� together
with ��� de�nes a model set and it is our task to �nd
the best model in the set� typically by performing
a numerical search over all possible models� Refer
to �	� for a comprehensive treatment� including exact
de�nitions� of the concepts model� model structure
and model set�
The one�step�ahead predictor for ��� is

�y�tj�� � H���q� ��G�q� ��u�t� � ���H���q� ���y�t�
���

Here it is required that the �lters H���q� ��G�q� ��
and �� � H���q� ��� are stable for the predictor to
be well de�ned� It is easy to see that this calls for
an inversely stable noise model H�q� �� and that the
unstable poles of G�q� �� are also poles of H�q� ���
These issues will play important roles in this paper�
The prediction errors ��t� �� � y�t� � �y�tj�� corre�

sponding to the predictor ��� are

��t� �� � H���q� ���y�t� �G�q� ��u�t�� �	�

We will also use the following notation for the gra�
dient of �y�tj���

��t� �� �
d

d�
�y�tj�� �� �

d

d�
��t� ��� ���

In the standard case of lest�squares prediction error
identi�cation one calculates the parameter estimate
as the minimizing argument of the criterion function

VN ��� �
�

N

NX
t��

�

�
���t� �� ���

Typically one �nds the estimate through some nu�
merical search routine of the form

��
�i���
N � ��

�i�
N � �

�i�
N �R

�i�
N �

��V �N ��
�i�
N � �
�

where V �N denotes the gradient of the criterion func�
tion� RN is a matrix that modi�es the search direc�
tion and �N a scaling factor that determines the step



length� From ��� we see that

V �N ��� � �
�

N

NX
t��

��t� ����t� �� ��

and typically RN is chosen approximately equal to
the Hessian V ��N �which would make �
� a Newton
algorithm�� a standard choice is

RN �
�

N

NX
t��

��t� ���T �t� �� � �I ���

where � � � is chosen so that RN becomes positive
de�nite� This is also called the Levenberg�Marquardt
regularization procedure�
Clearly it is required that both the predictor ���

and the gradient ���� which have to be computed and
used in the search algorithm �
�� are stable� When
dealing with unstable systems this introduces con�
straints on the possible model structures�

� Commonly Used Model

Structures

With these stability requirements in mind� let us now
discuss some standard choices of model structures�
The discussion will in the sequel be limited to the
SISO case for ease of exposition�
A quite general model structure is the following �	��

A�q�y�t� �
B�q�

F �q�
u�t� �

C�q�

D�q�
e�t� ����

where

A�q� � � � a�q
�� � � � �� anaq

�na ����

and similarly for the C� D� and F polynomials� while

B�q� � q�nk�b� � b�q
�� � � � �� bnbq

�nb� ����

This model structure includes some common special
cases�

�� C�q� � �� D�q� � �� F �q� � �� an ARX model
structure�

�� D�q� � �� F �q� � �� an ARMAX model struc�
ture�

�� A�q� � �� C�q� � �� D�q� � �� an output error
model structure�

	� A�q� � �� a Box�Jenkins model structure�

A su�cient condition for the predictor and gradi�
ent �lters to be stable is that C�q� �F �q� is stable for
all � � DM �cf� Lemma 	�� in �	��� Note that this
condition is automatically satis�ed for ARX models�
and for ARMAX models it is su�cient that the C�
polynomial is stable� which does not impose any sta�
bility constraints on the dynamics model� For iden�
ti�cation of unstable system these model structures
thus are natural choices�
The output error model structure has a �xed noise

model �H�q� �� � �� and is a natural choice if only
a model of the system dynamics is required� In case
one wants to model also the noise characteristics but
do not want the noise and dynamics models to be
dependent �as in the ARX and ARMAX cases� then
the Box�Jenkins model structure would the one to
choose� However� if the underlying system is unsta�
ble these model structures can not be used without
modi�cations� e�g�� the ones we propose in this pa�
per� To see where the problem lies� let us study the
output error case�
Suppose that we want to identify an unstable sys�

tem� stabilized by some controller� and that we are
only interested in modeling the dynamics with no
modeling e�ort spent on the noise characteristics�
Then the natural choice would be to use an output
error model structure�

y�t� �
B�q�

F �q�
u�t� � e�t� ����

Now� since the system is unstable the predictor

�y�tj�� �
B�q�

F �q�
u�t� ��	�

as well as the gradient �lters

�

�bk
�y�tj�� �

�

F �q�
u�t� k� ���a�

�

�fk
�y�tj�� � �

B�q�

F ��q�
u�t� k� ���b�



will generically be unstable� When implementing a
parameter estimation algorithm for the output error
case one typically secures stability in every iteration
of the algorithm �
� by projecting the parameter vec�
tor into the region of stability� For unstable systems
this of course leads to erroneous results�
These problems are also present when using the

Box�Jenkins model structure�

y�t� �
B�q�

F �q�
u�t� �

C�q�

D�q�
e�t� ����

Also in this case one has to resort to projections into
the region of stability to ensure stability of the pre�
dictors and gradient �lters� which makes this model
structure in its standard form useless for identi�ca�
tion of unstable systems�
In the following sections we will describe how to

modify these model structures to avoid these prob�
lems�

� An Alternative Output Error

Model Structure

��� Some Additional Notation

Let Fs�q� �Fa�q�� be the stable �anti�stable�� monic
part of F �q��

F �q� � Fs�q�Fa�q� ��
�

and let the polynomials Fs�q� and Fa�q� be parame�
terized as

Fs�q� � � � fs��q
�� � � � �� fs�nfs q

�nfs ���

Fa�q� � � � fa��q
�� � � � �� fa�nfa q

�nfa ����

With the notation

�fa�k �

���
��
� k � �

fa�k � � k � nfa
� else

����

and

�fs�k �

���
��
� k � �

fa�k � � k � nfs
� else

����

we have

fk �

nfX
j��

�fs�j �fa�k�j � k � �� �� � � � � nf ����

Furthermore� let F �a �q� denote the monic� stabilized
Fa�polynomial� i�e�� F

�
a �q� is the monic polynomial

whose zeros are equal to the zeros of Fa�q� re�ected
into the unit disc� In terms of fa�i� the coe�cients of
Fa�q�� we can write F

�
a �q� as

F �a �q� � � �
fa�nfa��

fa�nfa
q�� � � � ��

�

fa�nfa
q�nfa ����

Here we have used the implicit assumption that
fa�nfa �� ��

��� The Proposed Model Structure

Now consider the following modi�ed output error
model structure�

y�t� �
B�q�

F �q�
u�t� �

F �a �q�

Fa�q�
e�t� ��	�

with the predictor

�y�tj�� �
Fa�q�B�q�

F �a �q�F �q�
u�t� � ���

Fa�q�

F �a �q�
�y�t�

�
B�q�

F �a �q�Fs�q�
u�t� � ���

Fa�q�

F �a �q�
�y�t� ����

The di�erence between this model structure and the
basic output error model structure ���� is thus that
we have included a noise model F �a �q�	Fa�q� and ob�
tained a di�erent �dummy� noise term

�e�t� �
F �a �q�

Fa�q�
e�t� ����

instead of just e�t�� At �rst glance it may thus seem
as the model structures ���� and ��	� will give dif�
ferent results� but in fact they are �asymptotically�
equivalent as can be seen from the following result�

Proposition � When applying a prediction error

method to the model structures ���� and ��	� the re�

sulting estimates will asymptotically� as N � 	� be

the same�



Proof � First we note that from classical prediction

error theory we have that the limiting models will

minimize the integral of the spectrum of the prediction

errors� Now� if we let �F �t� �� denote the prediction

errors obtained with the model ��	� and let ��t� �� de�
note the prediction errors corresponding to the model

����� we have that

 �F �
� �

����Fa�ei��F �a �e
i��

����
�

 ��
� ��
�

� jfa�nfa j
� ��
� ���

Thus the spectra di�er by only a constant scaling and

hence the corresponding limiting models will be the

same� �

As we have seen� the results will asymptotically be
the same with both model structures� the di�erence
is of course that the predictor ���� will always be
stable along with all its derivatives even if F �q� is
unstable �as opposed to standard output error case
which require a stable F �q� for the predictor to be
stable�� Note that in ��	� the noise model is monic
and inversely stable and the unstable poles of the
dynamics model are also poles of the noise model �cf�
the discussion in Section ���
As a last remark before turning to implementa�

tion issues we would like to point out that the basic
idea behind the equivalence result above is really that
a constant spectrum may be factorized in in�nitely
many ways using all�pass functions� Here we chose
convienient pole locations for these all�pass functions
to have stable predictors�

��� Computation of the Gradient

As mentioned above� the gradient ��t� �� is needed for
the implementation of the search scheme �
�� With
the predictor ���� the expression for the gradient will
be much more involved than ���� but for complete�
ness we will go through these calculations in some
detail �after all� the gradient is needed for the imple�
mentation of the estimation algorithm��
Given the predictor model ���� we have that

�

�bk
�y�tj�� �

�

Fs�q�F �a �q�
u�t� k� ����

while

�

�fk
�y�tj�� �

�

�fk

B�q�

Fs�q�F �a �q�
u�t��

�

�fk

Fa�q�

F �a �q�
y�t�

����

Introducing

W k
� �q� �

�

�fk
Fs�q� ����

W k
� �q� �

�

�fk
Fa�q� ����

W k
� �q� �

�

�fk
F �a �q� ����

and

x��t� � �
B�q�

F �
s �q�F

�
a �q�

u�t� ��	�

x��t� � �
�

F �a �q�
y�t� ����

x��t� � �
B�q�

Fs�q��F �a �q��
�
u�t� �

Fa�q�

�F �a �q��
�
y�t� ����

we may write

�

�fk
�y�tj�� �W k

� �q�x��t��W
k
� �q�x��t��W

k
� �q�x��t�

��
�

What we then �nally need in order to be able to com�
pute the gradient �

�fk
�y�tj�� are explicit expressions

for the �lters W k
i � i � �� �� �� Using ���� we have

that

W k
� �q� �

nfsX
i��

wk
��iq

�i� wk
��i �

�
�f��a�k�i k � nfa � i � k

� else

���

W k
� �q� �

nfaX
i��

wk
��iq

�i� wk
��i �

�
�f��s�k�i k � nfs � i � k

� else

����



while

W k
� �q� �

�

fa�nfa
�

�
	nfa��X

i��

wk
��iq

�i � wk
������ F �a �q��



� �

wk
��i �

�
�f��s�k�nfa�i

nfa � k � i � nfs � nfa � k

� else

�	��

The equations ������	�� together constitute a com�
plete and explicit description of the gradient ��t� �� �
d
d�
�y�tj�� which may be used in an implementation of

the search algorithm �
��

��� Simulation Example

To illustrate the applicability of the proposed model
structure ��	� to identi�cation problems involving
unstable systems we will in this section present a
small simulation study�
The �true� system � to be identi�ed � is given by

y�t� �
b�

� � f�q�� � f�q��
u�t� � e�t� �	��

with b� � �� f� � ����� and f� � ���� This system is
unstable with poles in ��
�
 �����i�
To generate identi�cation data we simulated this

system using the feedback law

u�t� � r�t� � ������q���y�t� � r�t� � ����y�t� ��
�	��

which places the closed�loop poles in ���� and
������ In the simulation we used independent� zero
mean� white noise reference and noise signals fr�t�g
and fe�t�g with variances � and ����� respectively�
N � ��� data samples were used�
In Table � we have summarized the results of the

identi�cation� the numbers shown are the estimated
parameter values together with their standard de�
viations� For comparison we have� apart from the
model structure ��	�� used a standard output error
model model structure and an ARMAX model struc�
ture� As can be seen the standard output error model
structure gives completely useless estimates while the

Table �� Summary of identi�cation results�

Parameter True value OE Modi�ed OE ARMAX

b� � ������ ������ ������

����	�� ������
 �������

f� ���� ����		� ������� �������

����
�� ������� �����
�

f� ��� ���	�� ����	� ������

����	�� ������� ������


modi�ed output error and the ARMAX model struc�
tures give very similar and accurate results�
From Table � it is also clear that for the ARMAX

case the bias �due to the feedback� is negligible in this
example� even though the noise model is incorrect�
The reason for this is the high SNR� We conclude
that direct closed�loop identi�cation does not auto�
matically lead to useless identi�cation results due to
feedback�induced bias errors�

� An Alternative Box�Jenkins

Model Structure

The trick to include a �fake� noise model in the out�
put error model structure is of course also applicable
to the Box�Jenkins model structure� The alternative
form will in this case be

y�t� �
B�q�

F �q�
u�t� �

F �a �q�C�q�

Fa�q�D�q�
e�t� �	��

with the corresponding predictor

�y�tj�� �
Fa�q�D�q�B�q�

F �a �q�C�q�F �q�
u�t� � ���

Fa�q�D�q�

F �a �q�C�q�
�y�t�

�
D�q�B�q�

C�q�F �a �q�Fs�q�
u�t� � ���

D�q�Fa�q�

C�q�F �a �q�
�y�t�

�		�

An explicit expression for the gradient �lters for this
predictor can be derived quite similarly as in the out�
put error case� albeit that the formulas will be even
messier� For the sake of readability we skip the de�
tails�



	 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed new versions of
the well known output error and Box�Jenkins model
structures that can be used also for identi�cation
of unstable systems� The new model structures are
equivalent to the standard ones� as far as number of
parameters and asymptotical results are concerned�
but guarantee stability of the predictors�
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